Threeforged Design Challenge
Entry #15133
Working Title: If At First You Don’t Succeed

08:00 Introduction

This game explores how a series of choices and actions build a story – and how that story might change if we could go back and act differently. How many times would you have to try again before you got it right?


07:00 Inspirations

The game takes inspiration from the films Run Lola Run and Groundhog Day. The mechanics are inspired by Protocol. 


06:00 What You Need

·  3-6 players
·  Scenario printouts
·  Deck of 54 poker cards including two jokers
·  Small pad of sticky notes
·  Pens


05:00 Setup

Select a scenario from section 00:00. This influences the type of story you’ll tell, and the characters and actions in it. Outline your story setting, using the questions in the ‘Setting Description’ list as a starting point. Take some notes and make them accessible to everybody at the table.

The hand size for each player is equal to the number of players plus 2 – one character card, one card for the first telling of the story, and one card for each retelling. 

One player deals. Set aside one joker from the deck, then shuffle the remaining cards. Take one hand’s worth of cards from the top of the deck, add the reserved joker, and shuffle them. Place these cards back on top of the deck - this ensures at least one joker is randomly dealt.

Deal each player one card at a time, continuing around the table until everyone holds a full hand. Set aside the remaining cards - they are not required for the game.

Keep some sticky notes and pens handy. As cards are played write important details on them with a sticky note to make it easier to remember.



04:00 Character Selection

One player holding a joker should place it on the table in front of them, to represent the story’s protagonist. Describe your protagonist, using the questions in the ‘Protagonist Description’ scenario section as a starting point. 

Each other player chooses one card to represent another story character - use the corresponding nouns and adjectives from the scenario table to select one you think will be interesting to play. Answer the questions in the ‘Character Description’ scenario section. Keep their character card in front of you to roleplay during the first telling of the story. You’ll pass them to the left later, so be kind and make some sticky notes for the next person who plays them.

If you want to relate your characters to each other and the protagonist before play, here are some questions to help you build an interesting web of relationships; pick one or two. If you want to develop these webs during play, look back to these questions with the actions taking place in mind.

	~Were you helpful to one another?
	~Did you hurt one another?
	~Do you know what the other is capable of?
	~Do you owe a debt?
	~Do you want something from them?

Let the setting you’ve selected direct your choice of the details surrounding these questions, but go ahead and keep things simple – you might be touching on the answers multiple times.


03:00 Starting Your Story

Read the scenario goal – your story is about the protagonist striving towards this goal. At the end of the initial telling of the story, and all but the final retelling, your protagonist will not achieve the goal. The protagonist only succeeds in the final retelling.

The player with the protagonist card starts the story by establishing a scene, describing where it takes place and which characters are involved. They begin the scene with an action, represented by a card placed on the table - use the corresponding verbs and adverbs from the scenario table to select one you think will be interesting to play. The players roleplay each character involved as the scene unfolds. 

End the scene when it feels finished, or when the outcome of the action has been resolved.  Take notes about what setting elements came out in the scene and the results of the protagonist’s action. Give each card plenty of space for notes.

Continuing clockwise each player establishes a new scene and a new protagonist action, with the group roleplaying the scene to resolution. Place each action card one after another on the table to form the timeline of your story:
□ □ □ □ □

These timeline cards always represent actions taken by the protagonist. The player roleplaying the protagonist always acts out these actions – this is the protagonist’s story.  Other players have authority over their character’s reactions in a scene.

Each player establishes one scene per telling of the story. In the final scene describe how the protagonist fails to meet the scenario goal. When this scene ends this telling of the story is complete. You now have a story timeline of scenes and protagonist actions represented by the row of cards on the table. You will explore alternative timelines in further story retellings.


02:00 Retelling Your Story

Each player passes their character card to the player to the left. Rotating the cards allows everyone to play the protagonist, as well as finish a telling of the story.  

The new protagonist selects a scene from the original story timeline to change - any scene that hasn’t already been changed. Summarize the original story up to this point, then begin the chosen scene with a different protagonist action. Place the new action card adjacent to the original, creating a new fork in the story timeline:
					□
□ □ □ □ □

Continue as before, roleplaying the new scene to resolution. Moving clockwise, each player establishes a new scene based on an action they add to the new timeline:  

					□
					□
□ □ □ □ □

Explore how this version of the timeline is different as a result of the new actions played. Reuse elements of the story in different ways, adding color and building on previously established facts. In the last scene the protagonist still fails to meet the scenario goal.

Keep retelling your story this way until each player holds one card and only one scene in the original timeline remains unchanged:

					□ □ □  □
					□ □ □  □
					□ □ □  □
					□ □ □  □
					□ □ □  □
(Original Timeline)	□ □ □ □ □


01:00 Final Retelling

Play the final retelling like before, with one important difference – this time, your protagonist succeeds in the end! Resolve your story. Take your time and make each new scene rewarding, pulling from the best of what’s happened before and exceeding it. Pull out all the stops, go big, and be epic!

00:00 Scenarios

Zombie Apocalypse – You Know this Drill

Setting Description: 
• Does your story take place in the past, present, or future?
• How did the Zombie Apocalypse start?  When?  Who survived?
• Where are you?  
• What supplies do you have?

Protagonist Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like? 
• What’s your backstory?
• What cherished item from your past do you carry?

Character Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like?
• What’s your backstory? 
• Are you related to, or associated with, the protagonist or other characters?  
• What do you need most right now?

Goal: Survive 


Characters
Actions
Hearts: helpful 
Diamonds: endangered
Spades: infected 
Clubs: devious 

Ace: redneck 
King: politician 
Queen: teacher 
Jack: celebrity 
10: orphan 
9: biker 
8: ex-soldier
7: addict 
6: thug 
5: cop 
4: doctor 
3: scientist 
2: priest 
Joker: rival 
Hearts: noble 
Diamonds: costly
Spades: risky 
Clubs: violent 

Ace: kill 
King: defend 
Queen: move 
Jack: sacrifice 
10: attack 
9: plan 
8: talk 
7: take 
6: give 
5: escape 
4: hide 
3: consume 
2: explore 
Joker: lie 


The Retirement Job – A Heist

Setting Description: 
• Does your story take place in the past, present, or future?
• What is the target of the Heist?  How is it protected?  Who does it belong to?
• Where are you?  
• What resources do you have?

Protagonist Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like? 
• What’s your backstory?
• What do you need even more than this last job?

Character Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like?
• What’s your backstory? 
• Are you related to, or associated with, the protagonist or other characters?  
• What do you have to lose right now?

Goal: The Perfect Heist


Characters
Actions
Hearts: romantic 
Diamonds: endangered
Spades: security 
Clubs: risky 

Ace: rube 
King: inspector 
Queen: heir/ess 
Jack: acrobat 
10: pickpocket 
9: actor
8: demolitions expert
7: curator
6: thug 
5: bean counter 
4: confidence artist 
3: hacker 
2: actual artist 
Joker: rival 
Hearts: flashy 
Diamonds: costly
Spades: risky 
Clubs: violent 

Ace: knock out 
King: distract
Queen: move 
Jack: trick 
10: delay
9: plan 
8: talk 
7: take 
6: give 
5: escape 
4: hide 
3: seduce 
2: explore 
Joker: lie 




Going the Distance – A Race

Setting Description: 
• Does your story take place in the past, present, or future?
• What makes this race a big deal?  Is it legal?  What makes it life and death?
• Where are you?  
• What sort of ride, if any, do you have?

Protagonist Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like? 
• What’s your backstory?
• What are you going the distance for?

Character Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like?
• What’s your backstory? 
• Are you related to, or associated with, the protagonist or other characters?  
• What are you in pursuit of?

Goal: First to the Finish Line


Characters
Actions
Hearts: romantic 
Diamonds: endangered
Spades: competitor 
Clubs: spoiler 

Ace: spectator 
King: promoter 
Queen: mechanic 
Jack: reporter 
10: saboteur 
9: biker
8: kid
7: lucky idiot
6: thug 
5: B-lister 
4: thief 
3: detective
2: pretty face 
Joker: rival 
Hearts: show-off 
Diamonds: spendy
Spades: risky 
Clubs: exhausting 

Ace: overtake 
King: distract
Queen: move 
Jack: trick 
10: delay
9: plan 
8: talk 
7: take 
6: give 
5: escape 
4: hide 
3: flaunt 
2: side-track
Joker: bluff 




Kaiju Attack – Fight a Giant Monster

Setting Description: 
• Does your story take place in the past, present, or future?
• What is the Giant Monster like? How did it get here? How can it be fought?
• Where are you?  
• What sort of equipment do you have?

Protagonist Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like? 
• What’s your backstory?
• What do you love most about the place you’re protecting?

Character Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like?
• What’s your backstory? 
• Are you related to, or associated with, the protagonist or other characters?  
• What have you gained or lost because of the attack?

Goal: Defend the city.


Characters
Actions
Hearts: romantic 
Diamonds: endangered
Spades: military
Clubs: opportunist 

Ace: redneck 
King: general 
Queen: mechanic 
Jack: reporter 
10: soldier 
9: biologist
8: kid
7: lucky idiot
6: engineer
5: pop star 
4: ace pilot
3: researcher
2: politician 
Joker: rival 
Hearts: inspirational 
Diamonds: costly
Spades: risky 
Clubs: destructive 

Ace: attack 
King: defend
Queen: move 
Jack: trick 
10: delay
9: plan 
8: talk 
7: take 
6: give 
5: escape 
4: hide 
3: plead 
2: experiment
Joker: team up 




Cyberpunk Conspiracy – Free Data, Free Minds

Setting Description: 
• Does your story take place in the past, present, or future?
• What is augmented reality like? Who gets cyberware and why?
• Where are you?  
• What sort of cyberware do you have?

Protagonist Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like? 
• What’s your backstory?
• What is the deadly secret you have to reveal?

Character Description: 
• What is your name?
• What do you look like?
• What’s your backstory? 
• Are you related to, or associated with, the protagonist or other characters?  
• What is your most dangerous secret?

Goal: Make the truth go global.


Characters
Actions
Hearts: romantic 
Diamonds: endangered
Spades: military
Clubs: criminal 

Ace: technophobe 
King: CEO 
Queen: street doctor 
Jack: reporter 
10: mercenary 
9: AI
8: kid
7: junk seller
6: engineer
5: pop star 
4: drone pilot
3: street worker
2: politician 
Joker: rival 
Hearts: collaborative 
Diamonds: costly
Spades: risky 
Clubs: destructive 

Ace: attack 
King: defend
Queen: move 
Jack: trick 
10: delay
9: plan 
8: talk 
7: take 
6: give 
5: escape 
4: hide 
3: download 
2: upload
Joker: upgrade 




00:01 Bonus Round – Extra Items to Consider

Images

Think about integrating images into your game! If you have time between choosing your scenario and telling the first version of the story, build up a ‘morgue file’ of character images you think would enrich the experience. Even a couple of evocative location images can bring inspiration to everyone at the table. Images sometimes allow for surprising associations to be built where verbal description alone wouldn’t.

Here are some fun sources for images;
~The Internet
~Fashion Magazines
~Old Comic Books
~Yearbooks
~Video Game Art/Sourcebooks


Confusion

Forgive mistakes! Not just the mistakes your fellow players make, but also your own. The retellings will build up and confusion will come easy. Slow down, take notes, and recap with the support of the other players.

